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INTRODUCTION

The GICHD has developed this guide in order to inform those working in 
mine action about the research conducted to date concerning chemical 
pollution of the environment by explosive ordnance. The aim of this guide 
is to outline clearly what is known, and to at least suggest some specific 
measures by which such contamination may be mitigated. 

It has not necessarily been fully appreciated in the past by the mine action 
sector that the explosives and metals found in explosive ordnance pose not 
only an immediate blast and fragmentation hazard, but also a potential long-
term risk to the environment and human health. Nevertheless, it is easy to 
misrepresent the toxic hazard posed by certain explosives or metals such as 
lead. While there is a risk of significant pollution to the environment from 
explosives and metals, it should not be distorted. This guide will outline the 
risks as currently understood, and the means of mitigation available to mine 
action organisations. 

The challenge for the mine action sector is to develop methods to 
mitigate pollution risks so that they can be said to be as low as reasonably 
practicable. Such mitigation might be as simple as better selection of a 
central demolition site, pH testing of soils, stricter burning procedures for 
small arms ammunition or stricter disposal procedures for slag residue 
from small arms ammunition (SAA) burning. Other courses of action might 
include better training to identify risk munitions such as kinetic penetrators 
and ordnance with insensitive fills, and improved explosive ordnance 
disposal training and procedures to minimise explosive residue. These 
measures, and others we are yet to develop, can offer limited ways of 
minimising the environmental impact of disposing of explosive ordnance. 
The key is to develop standard practices that the mine action sector readily 
adopts so we can continue to help those affected by explosive hazards, 
while not inadvertently damaging the environment any more than absolutely 
necessary. 
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It would be wrong to suggest that we fully understand the polluting effects 
of explosive ordnance on the environment. While there is a growing body of 
scientific evidence identifying how such contamination may arise, there is 
less research on practical mitigation methods we can adopt. Unfortunately, 
this is a problem with only a partial solution. What is possible, is for mine 
action organisations to try to mitigate the pollution risks inherent in clearing 
explosive ordnance. This guide will hopefully support those efforts.

This guide details the pollutant linkage model in Chapter 1, which is a 
conceptual framework within which contamination from explosive ordnance 
can be analysed. Chapter 2 covers the toxicity of traditional energetics such 
as TNT, and Chapter 3 the environmental impact of lead antimony. Small 
arms ammunition is often the item of ordnance disposed of most within 
mine action, but the pollution risk it presents is not as widely appreciated 
as it could be. Chapter 4 looks at the risk from ordnance containing 
depleted uranium and heavy metal tungsten alloys, while Chapter 5 focuses 
on potential ways that mine action operators can mitigate the range of 
pollution risks. Chapter 6 presents a case study of the successful mitigation 
of pollution during the disposal of double base gun propellant on a range.

Those who wish to have relatively detailed scientific explanations of 
the potential means by which explosive ordnance can pollute the 
environment may find more of interest in the earlier chapters. Those who 
wish to concentrate on how such pollution may be mitigated may wish to 
concentrate on the subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 1
THE POLLUTANT LINKAGE 
MODEL FOR EXPLOSIVE 
CONTAMINATION FROM 
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

INTRODUCTION 

Explosive Ordnance (EO) is a potential source of chemical pollution of the 
environment. Explosives, sometimes referred to as energetic materials, and 
metals, can be released into the environment leading to toxicological and 
ecological risks.1 EO typically comprises a series of explosive components 
known as an explosive train, usually encompassing a detonator, a booster 
and a main charge (Figure 1). These components all have the potential to 
cause environmental contamination when either, a) initiated in their intended 
mode, b) abandoned in the environment, or c) disposed of by Open Burning 
Open Detonation (OBOD) techniques. The environmental impact of a single 
detonation of an individual item is minor. However, significant impact can 
be caused when multiple detonations or disposal activities are carried out 
in one place over a prolonged period of time, a scenario that can lead to 
residue loading in the environment. Equally, EO abandoned for long periods 
of time will corrode and potentially leach significant quantities of explosive 
into the environment. Table 1 is a summary of the most likely ways that EO 
and associated disposal activities can contaminate the environment.
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Figure 1: Cross section of an M-19 Av mine, indicating the detonator, booster 
and main charge components of the explosive train. Image©CORD.

Table 1: Summary of the most likely ways explosive ordnance and associated 
scenarios could contaminate the environment.
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THE SOURCE PATHWAY RECEPTOR 
POLLUTANT LINKAGE MODEL 
To fully understand the environmental impact of EO as described in Table 1, 
it is necessary to understand how pollutants move through the environment, 
and what they will affect. The movement or transport mechanism of 
contaminants in the environment in the simplest form can be broken down 
into three linked component parts: the source, pathway and receptor (SPR). 
This is sometimes referred to as the Pollutant Linkage Model (PLM).2 Typical 
routes are usually through land, air or water domains.

The SPR mechanism describes how a contaminant can enter the 
environment from a source, such as residues from disposal by open 
burning, or metals from corroding EO, and moves through the environment 
by air, soil or water (pathway) to a receptor.3 A receptor is defined as an 
entity that may be adversely affected by interaction with a contaminant. An 
‘entity’ can include flora and fauna, humans, the ecology of an area such as 
lake ecosystems and man-made structures and dwellings. 

The point at which a contaminant reaches and affects a receptor is when 
the contaminant can be said to cause environmental impact. If the SPR 
linkages between the source and receptor are broken at any point, that is 
to say if the contaminant does not reach a receptor, then no environmental 
impact will be observed. SPR conceptual diagrams can therefore be used 
to illustrate the pathways between sources and potential receptors in and 
around training ranges to predict possible impacts on the environment 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Conceptual source-pathway-receptor diagram demonstrating 
pollutant linkages from a range of explosive ordnance activities 

1. Buried explosive ordnance: contamination is leached from 
explosive filling and metal component casings. The potential 
receptors are personnel, groundwater and soil.

2. Open burning of explosive ordnance: contamination is from 
burnt debris falling to the ground leaching into soil and 
groundwater. The potential receptors are personnel, local 
accommodation, groundwater and soil.

3. Open detonation: contamination is distributed by explosive 
ordnance and metal component casings. The potential 
receptors are personnel, local accommodation, groundwater 
and soil.

4. Underwater munitions from sea dumping: contamination is 
from corroding explosives and metal casings. The potential 
receptors are underwater ecosystems.
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SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION 
FROM EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Pollutants from EO usually enter the environment by means of thermal or 
chemical shock, leading to rapid decomposition and emitting large amounts 
of heat and gas into the area surrounding the detonation. This is sometimes 
referred to as a ‘high order’ amongst explosive ordnance disposal 
personnel. It may also be through disposal activities such as open burning 
and incineration which produce emissions of gasses and waste metal or 
energetic residues, as well as visual pollution such as black smoke.4 Finally, 
energetic materials and other EO components such as metals and plastic 
can transfer to the environment from the breakdown of the casings and 
subsequent leaching of energetic materials into the soil over time.5 

Numerous compounds and compositions are classified as energetic 
compounds; however, secondary high explosives, such as 1,3,5-trinitro-
1,3,5-triazine (RDx) and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) at present pose the 
largest potential concern for the environment.6 This is because they are 
produced and used in the greatest quantities around the world and they are 
the most studied for their toxicity characteristics.7 Since the First World War, 
and until the recent advent of insensitive munitions, most high explosive 
ordnance has contained TNT or RDx, or a mixture of the two.8 Other 
potential contaminants from explosive ordnance include the casings and 
internal components which are likely to comprise plastic and heavy metals. 
The most common source of heavy metal contamination is lead, which is 
almost ubiquitously used in all small arms ammunition, and can also be 
found as a de-coppering agent in gun propellant. Lead is of particular note, 
as it is considered to be a contaminant of significant concern by many 
nations.9 10 Other heavy metals of concern within EO are antimony, tungsten 
and bismuth.11 In addition, some EO may contain specialist materials such 
as depleted uranium and cobalt. 
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PATHWAYS OF CONTAMINATION 
FROM EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Contaminants from EO can enter the environment through the effect of 
weathering from rainfall, sunlight and other climatic conditions. There are 
three primary mechanisms for the transfer of contaminants from the soil 
surface: 1) gradual breakdown of solids by mechanical action into very small 
particles, known as erosion, 2) chemical transformation of metals into other 
metal compounds and complexes through corrosion; and 3) dissolution 
by water.12 Generally, metals are eroded, or corroded and eroded, whereas 
energetic materials are more likely to be dissolved in water.13 14 These 
processes transform solids into smaller particles and chemical forms which 
are much more mobile in the environment, meaning that they are able to 
transport across the soil surface carried in water run-off and down through 
soil by infiltration with rainwater.

The speed at which contaminants travel through the environment 
depends on three factors: the chemical properties of the contaminant 
itself, the characteristics of the terrestrial environment, and the climate 
conditions.15 Therefore, how far the same contaminant can travel in different 
environments can vary significantly and is affected by how rapidly it 
dissolves and how likely it is to interact with soil. For example, TNT and 
2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT) tend to bind to organic matter in the earth and 
therefore don’t transport as readily as RDx, which has greater potential as 
a pollutant of groundwater.16 If the soil contains less organic matter, such 
as sandy soil in a desert, the risk of TNT and DNT transportation increases. 
The rate of dissolution is also directly linked to temperature and rainfall, 
with most contaminants dissolving more rapidly in warm, wet climates. The 
acidity of the soil can also have a significant effect, with metals more readily 
dissolving under acidic conditions17 than under alkaline conditions.18 The 
interaction with soil is usually caused by two mechanisms, either sorption, 
wherein contaminants are attracted to components of soil, sediment or 
rock, and become immobilised;19 20 or by degradation which is a chemical 
process that breaks down the contaminant into other, also potentially 
damaging, chemicals.21 Where neither of these processes are particularly 
dominant, contaminants will continue to travel downwards through soil 
and spread outwards until they reach a receptor. While it is challenging to 
predict how far and how fast a contaminant will travel, it is necessary to 
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understand the basic processes in order to make sensible assumptions for 
site management and remediation.

EFFECT ON RECEPTORS OF EXPLOSIVE 
ORDNANCE CONTAMINATION 

The impact a contaminant has on the environment depends on how much 
of the contaminant reaches a sensitive receptor, and the length of time 
the receptor is exposed to the contaminant. This depends on the pathway 
processes described above. However, it also depends on how the receptor 
is exposed to the contaminant and how sensitive the receptor is to the 
contaminant.22 23 For example, certain animals may be very sensitive to 
small quantities of energetic material, while plants may be able to degrade 
similar small quantities, ultimately removing them from the environment. 

The toxicological effects of metals and energetic materials on 
microorganisms, plants and animals vary widely and can be significantly 
different depending on whether the exposure is acute (short term) 
or chronic (long term).24 In some cases, the toxic effects may not be 
immediately apparent, but instead may be linked to an increased risk of 
cancer, or increased risk of mutation during pregnancy, which may not 
become evident for many years, if ever.25 26 27 Contaminated soil and water 
may also have a toxic effect on plants and microorganisms, which over long 
periods of time may reduce the  biodiversity in the area, and significantly 
reduce soil health, making it unsustainable for farming or other uses.28 
For example, in verdun, France, destruction of First World War artillery 
projectiles at a specific location on the Woëvre-Plain has led to long-term 
arsenic, copper, lead and zinc contamination, that is still present to this 
day.29 Environmental impact is not limited to toxicological effects; other 
consequences such as discolouration of surface water and changes in 
acidity are strong indicators that there may be other hidden effects on the 
environment. For example, an alteration in acidity can change the form of 
immobilised contaminants, leading to the sudden release of a contaminant 
from the soil into groundwater.30
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CONCEPTUAL SITE DIAGRAMS TO 
DEMONSTRATE POLLUTANT LINKAGES 
A conceptional site diagram is an opportunity to develop a clear 
representation of an area or activity that has the potential to cause 
environmental contamination. As shown by the examples in Figure 2, the 
diagram can be very simple; however, it can be augmented with additional 
information depending on the circumstance. If practicable, SPR diagrams 
can be developed together with air, land and water sampling on the site 
to ensure a thorough understanding of the environment, or to highlight 
missing information about the site. When undertaking an SPR evaluation, 
the source is usually evident as it is directly related to activities at the site 
of interest. Receptors can be identified through observation of the site, 
particularly where there have been historic contamination incidents. Figure 
2 outlines the most likely ways that explosive ordnance can contaminate 
the environment.  Figure 2 also indicates the possible pathways along 
which the explosive ordnance is transported through the environment from 
either a land, water or air pathway, and the subsequent effect it has on the 
environmental receptors. 

Figure 3: Magnified image of buried explosive ordnance

Anti-vehicle mines can 
degrade in situ and 
leach their explosive 
contents into the soil and 
groundwater over time. 
In this example, there are 
no impermeable layers to 
prevent leaching.
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Figure 4: Magnified image of burning explosives in a pit

Figure 5: Magnified image of a bulk demolition

Figure 6: Magnified image of explosive ordnance dumped into the sea

Explosive ordnance being 
burned on bare soil with no 
impermeable layers to protect 
the soil, therefore leaching 
chemicals into soil and 
groundwater. There are also 
emissions into the air from the 
burning process. The open burn 
reduces the heat, increasing the 
likelihood of post burn residues.

A bulk demolition resulting 
in emissions into the air and 
contamination of soil and 
groundwater. There are no 
impermeable layers to protect 
the soil, therefore there is 
potential of leaching into soil 
and groundwater.  

Explosive ordnance buried at 
sea. The ordnance will become 
corroded over time and 
leach into the water causing 
potential contamination to the 
ecosystem and deoxygenation 
of the water.
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BREAKING THE POLLUTANT LINKAGE

If the source, pathway and receptor are linked or connected, then a pollutant 
linkage exists. This means that contamination is present in the environment, 
and mitigation and management should be considered. In order to break 
this linkage, it is necessary to either reduce or modify the source, manage 
or break the pathway, or modify exposure to the receptor.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE 
CONSIDERATIONS
Pollution by explosive ordnance can potentially lead to significant 
environmental impact, especially over long periods of time and use. 
Therefore, to assist with managing this type of contamination conceptual 
site diagrams can be used to outline the sources of contamination, the 
pathways and the receptors. The pollutant linkage process is a standard 
approach to map how pollution can occur. In terms of selecting appropriate 
mitigation, the SPR linkages need to be broken and this means ensuring 
that contamination does not reach a receptor via land, air or water 
pathways. It is not easy for mine action operators to develop SPR models, 
since invariably specialised knowledge is required to accurately develop 
such models in sufficient detail. For example, specific soil types interact 
differently with unique physiochemical properties of chemicals and 
explosives, and this requires expertise typically not available within the mine 
action sector. Nevertheless, with the use of conceptual site diagrams we are 
better able to visualise how pollution from mine action field operations may 
occur, and how we may minimise the effect activities causing the pollution.
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CHAPTER 2
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarises some of the main environmental impacts of 
explosives, propellants and pyrotechnics. Traditional energetic materials can 
be grouped into categories based on the way they are used in explosive 
devices. Primary explosives are highly sensitive to initiation and are used 
in very small quantities; these are usually comprised of inorganic metal 
compounds. Secondary explosives are generally more powerful than 
primary explosives but are less sensitive to stimuli, and are therefore 
frequently used as the main explosive load of an explosive device and 
tend to be organic compounds. Propellants are designed to rapidly burn, 
rather than detonate, and produce large quantities of gas which is used 
for propulsion. Propellants also tend to be organic compounds. Finally, 
pyrotechnics are usually designed to produce a given effect – heat, light or 
smoke – and frequently use mixtures of metals and energetics.1 Due to the 
diversity of the chemical composition of energetic materials, their behaviour 
and effect on the environment can significantly differ. Primary explosives 
will not be covered here as they are used in such small quantities that their 
impact is rarely significant. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF 
SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES 
As the principal chemical component of an explosive device, secondary 
explosives present a significant risk to the environment, primarily from 
toxicity towards environmental receptors. The most commonly used 
secondary explosive is the nitro-aromatic 2,4,6- trinitrotoluene (TNT), 
which dissolves quickly when exposed to water (200 mg/L) or rainfall 
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and is characterised when in solution by a pink tint.2 3 4 All similar 
compounds, such as picric acid, and TNT degradation products, such as 
a 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT), produce coloured solutions in water, which can 
sometimes be seen at sites of explosive contamination (Figure 1).5 6 7 TNT 
and similar compounds are toxic to humans, animals and plants. A limit 
of 2.2 µg/L in drinking water has been designated by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) indicating that even at very 
low concentrations long-term health effects can occur.8 9 However, this is 
dependent on TNT contaminating drinking water sources, which is often 
prevented by rapid degradation of TNT in soils containing high organic 
content.10 11 The risk of TNT contamination is higher if there is a higher 
groundwater risk. There is also a risk in sandy soil which does not contain 
significant organic material, as TNT will not be as rapidly degraded and may 
travel to groundwater or run off into surface water.12 13 TNT will typically 
biodegrade to a DNT isomer. DNT is highly toxic for humans,14 15 since it can 
convert haemoglobin to methaemoglobin16 at a relatively low threshold limit 
of 0.13 mg/L. It is therefore listed by the EPA as hazardous waste.17 

Figure 1: Standing water contaminated with 2,4,6- trinitrotoluene (TNT) and 
TNT light-catalysed degradation products with the tell-tale pink tint. TNT and 

associated degradation products have a degree of toxicity, and in certain 
circumstances present a risk to humans, animals and plants. Image ©igem.org

The nitramine cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDx) is another common 
secondary explosive, frequently used in combination with TNT, which 
has significantly different environmental properties. For example, RDx is 
significantly less soluble (30 mg/L) than TNT, but also much less susceptible 

http://igem.org
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to degradation in soil and therefore more likely to leach through soil. It 
therefore may travel rapidly through all soil types to groundwater.18 19 20 
21 22 23 RDx presents a degree of toxicity for humans, animals and plants, 
and particularly in humans has been linked to increased risk of cancer; the 
US EPA drinking water limit is therefore 0.61 µg/L.24 25 26 27 28 Since RDx is 
less susceptible to degradation it may remain in the environment for long 
periods of time and the effect on a receptor (e.g. humans through potable 
water sources) may not materialise until tens of years after contamination 
has been released.29 30 31 32 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazoctane (HMx) has 
very similar properties to RDx, although it is less soluble and less toxic and 
therefore may present less of an impact to the environment.33 34

Often TNT and RDx are used as a mixture in compositions such as 
Composition B. When combined in this way, it may affect how long it takes 
for the TNT and RDx to leach from an explosive device into the soil. Once 
in the soil it will behave as described above, since by that point the two 
explosives are unlikely to interact.35 36 37 38

Figure 2: A conceptual diagram illustrating the potential Pollutant Linkage 
Model for anti-vehicle mines left in the ground. Mines tend to be thin cased 

and prone to degradation over time. Most mines will contain TNT. In conditions 
where there is little organic matter, such as sandy soil, the risk of TNT polluting 

drinking water is greater. While removal of mines and their subsequent 
destruction may involve some environmental risk, the non-removal of mines 

can also present a long-term risk to the environment.
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Polymer-bonded explosives (PBx), which comprise traditional energetic 
materials suspended in a plastic (polymer) matrix,39 are frequently used in 
aircraft munitions, and are increasingly found in land service ammunition. 
These behave somewhat differently in the environment. For example, due 
to the plastic matrix, leaching of the energetic component from the fill tends 
to take significantly longer, reducing the quantity of explosive exposed to 
the environment, particularly in bulk fills.40 41 However, after detonation, 
particularly when not in the intended design mode, such as a second order 
demolition in situ, or a low order mechanical break up or deflagration, 
significant pieces of PBx can be deposited in the area. These can present a 
toxicity risk to any foraging fauna. In addition, these PBxs can be carried by 
surface water to other environments where the explosive content may leach 
over long periods of time. As expected, the plastic component may take 
many years to degrade, although degradation, and subsequent explosive 
leachate, is more rapid in climates with significant temperature cycling 
and light.42 In addition to its explosive constituents, PBx may also contain 
aluminium or oxidisers such as ammonium perchlorate which may also 
have an impact on the environment (see Table 1). 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF PROPELLANTS
Propellants can be subdivided into three chemical classes which each 
behave differently in the environment.43 The most ubiquitous propellant 
constituent,  used in both gun propellant and rocket propellant, is the 
fibrous polymer nitrocellulose.44 Due to its structure, it has low solubility 
and though it may degrade through the loss of nitrogen atoms, the fibrous 
structure remains intact.45 Therefore, nitrocellulose is most likely to move 
physically through the environment in larger pieces such as with water flow. 
In addition, nitrocellulose is one of the least toxic energetic materials and is 
often not considered to present a major concern.46 47

The second chemical class of propellants consists of nitroglycerine and 
nitroguanidine. Both are organic compounds, and similar to secondary 
explosives in their behaviour in the environment. Both are more soluble 
than TNT or RDx, and may rapidly transfer into soil and potentially 
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to groundwater.48 49 50 However, both are significantly less toxic than 
TNT or RDx, especially at the low concentrations often found in the 
environment.51 52 53 However, nitroguanidine is not particularly susceptible 
to bio-degradation and therefore may persist in the environment travelling 
rapidly through soil to groundwater.54 55 56 If located on the surface, 
nitroguanidine may undergo degradation from light, into ammonia and 
similar compounds which may contribute to other environmental impacts 
such as eutrophication.57 58 59

The third chemical class of propellants consists of salts such an ammonium 
perchlorate, which are known to be persistent in the environment in the 
form of their constituent ions i.e. perchlorate ions (negatively charged) 
and ammonium ions (positively charged).60 61 Ammonium perchlorate is 
readily soluble in water and does not degrade nor adsorb, and therefore 
tends to travel with the flow of water to groundwater where it may remain 
for decades.62 Due to this, in areas where there has been extensive 
historic exposure to ammonium perchlorate, for example manufacturing 
facilities, or demolition areas, significant contamination of groundwater 
has been identified.63 64 65 66 67  Whilst not immediately fatal, exposure to 
perchlorate can cause negative health effects and therefore the US EPA has 
a recommended drinking water screening level of 11µg/L, though some 
US states have an enforced limit as low as 2 µg/L.68 69 70 The ammonium 
ion may also cause detrimental health effects to humans and terrestrial 
and aquatic species, and the World Health Organization recommends a 
drinking water limit of 0.5 mg/L.71 It should be noted that perchlorate and 
ammonium ions may also arise from other sources such as pesticides and 
fertilisers, and in some areas occur naturally.72 However, contamination from 
explosive activities is frequently in orders of magnitude higher than naturally 
occurring perchlorates. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF PYROTECHNICS 
Pyrotechnic devices can be tailored to produce desired effects such as 
emissions of light, smoke, noise or heat by optimising the chemical mixture 
in the fill.73 Generally, the desired effect is achieved by use of metals and 
metal salts, therefore the primary environmental impact arises from 
deposition of metal residues or perchlorate residues from the oxidiser.74 
In particular, significant metal residues are deposited during intended use, 
as well as during disposal by open burning, which can cause respiratory 
distress in the short term such as an exacerbation of conditions such as 
asthma, as well as long-term growth and development impacts on soils and 
plants.75 76 In addition, the form of the metal, whether as a metal solid, or as 
a metal ion, has a significant effect on its toxicity towards the environment 
and humans (see Chapter 4). For example, metal chromium is much less 
toxic than the chromium ion (Cr6+). Pyrotechnic devices frequently use metal 
salts (e.g. barium chromate) which can potentially result in the deposition of 
highly toxic metal ions in the environment.77 78

Many metals are now known to have severe health impacts at very low 
concentrations (toxic, mutagenic, carcinogenic) and are being increasingly 
controlled by legislation. Metal compounds of concern frequently used in 
pyrotechnic devices are lead (discussed in Chapter 3), aluminium, antimony, 
barium, boron, copper, manganese, and zinc, there are many more which 
are used less commonly, or have a less significant environmental impact.79 
80 It is of interest to note that although aluminium is naturally occurring in 
the environment at high concentrations (10,000–300,000 mg/kg), as much 
as 10 g can be used in a single pyrotechnic.81 

White phosphorus, frequently used in smoke-generating pyrotechnics, is an 
example of a particularly severe environmental impact.82 83 At Eagle River 
Flats (Fort Richardson), in Alaska, USA, white phosphorus at ordnance 
impact areas leached into the environment and caused the death of 
thousands of wildfowl per year.84 85 A thorough subsequent investigation 
revealed that white phosphorus, in toxic concentrations, had leached into 
water and sediments where the birds fed. The remediation effort has been 
expensive. 86 87 88 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF EXPLOSIVES 
IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
While mine action is typically focused on the terrestrial environment, it is 
also important to note the contamination risk from explosive ordnance in the 
marine environment. There are significant quantities of abandoned ordnance 
in oceans worldwide, and of increasing relevance as they are being 
rediscovered during infrastructure developments such as the installation 
of windfarms.89 90 In general, the environmental impact of ordnance at sea 
tends to be limited to the local area e.g. chemical compounds (organic and 
inorganic) reducing oxygen availability and subsequently driving marine 
organisms to other areas, or causing degrees of toxicity.91 92 93 94 95 96 
Underwater noise from unintended detonations of unstable ordnance may 
also have an environmental impact, and recent research suggests that the 
impact from underwater noise is more significant than has previously been 
suspected.97 98 99 100 Metal corrosion is also more rapid in saline waters, and 
it is common to see elevated concentrations of metal near to underwater 
ordnance. At sea, contamination tends to dilute rapidly once beyond 
the immediate vicinity, however, this does not necessarily diminish the 
significance of marine contamination from explosive ordnance.101

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONCERNS

In recent years the drive for insensitive munitions has led to the 
development of Insensitive High Explosives (IHE) containing previously 
unused chemical compounds and compositions, which will increasingly be 
used in munitions. While, in the immediate future, the traditional energetics 
covered in this chapter, such as TNT, will remain the principal source of 
potential explosive contamination in the environment, it is likely that in years 
to come, increased research will be required to understand how these new 
compositions behave in the environment and, in particular, relevant mine 
action environments such as central demolition sites. The body of research 
currently underway suggests that some of the chemical compositions used 
as IHE are likely to differ considerably in their properties (solubility, acidity, 
charge, toxicity) and therefore, also in their effect and behaviour in the 
environment.102 103 104 105 106 107
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Table 1 summarises the chemical and environmental properties of the most 
common energetic materials 

ENERGETIC MATERIAL
CHEMICAL 
CLASS108

TYPE OF 
ExPLOSIvE/ 
SOuRCE109

SOLuBILITY 
(21°C) MG/L

ORAL 
REFERENCE 

DOSE  
(MG/kG/DAY)

COLOuR OF 
SOLuTION110

DEGRADATION 
(DEGRADATION 

PRODuCTS)
TRANSPORT

ENvIRONMENTAL 
LIMITS

2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)
Organic 

nitrobenzene
Secondary/ 
explosive fill

130111 0.0005112 Pink/red

Rapid in soils with 
high organic content, 
rapid with exposure 
to light. (2-amino-4,6-
dinitrotoluene, 4-amino-
2,6-dinitrotoluene)113

Dependent on degradation 
and sorption – often found 
in top layers of soil114 

uS EPA  
soil-to-groundwater 
risk-based soil screening 
level: 1.3 x 10-2 mg/kg115

2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT)
Organic 

nitrobenzene

Secondary/ 
explosive 
fill or TNT 

degradation 
product

270116 0.05117 Yellow

Rapid degradation in 
soils with high organic 
content, degrades 
on exposure to light. 
(2-amino-4- nitrotoluene, 
2,4-diaminotoluene, 
4-amino-2-nitrotoluene, 
2,4-dinitrophenol)118 119

Likely to degrade prior to 
transport to groundwater 
in organic soils. More likely 
to transport in sandy soil120

uS EPA  
soil-to-groundwater 
risk-based soil screening 
level: 6.7 x 10-5 mg/kg121

Picric acid
Organic 

nitrobenzene
Secondary/ 
explosive fill

12,800122 0.002123 Yellow

Stable in water and less 
likely to degrade than 
TNT or DNT, however 
degradation will occur 
slowly and may produce 
more toxic and mutagenic 
degradation products124  

Tends to be highly mobile 
in the environment due 
to its stability, which also 
means it can stay in the 
environment for a long 
time125

Not available

2,4,6-trinitrophenyl-methyl-
nitramine (Tetryl)

Organic 
nitrobenzene

Secondary/ 
explosive fill

75126 0.1127 Pale yellow 

Rapid degradation in 
soil, similar to other 
nitrobenzenes: within 
weeks in some soils128

If not degraded, may 
move through soils, and 
has been detected in 
groundwater where soil 
concentrations are very 
high129

Not available

Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine 
(RDx)

Organic 
nitramine

Secondary/ 
explosive fill

38.4130 0.003131 Colourless

Slow degradation more 
likely in highly organic soils 
(mono-, di-, and tri-nitroso 
products MNx, TNx and 
DNx)132

Likely to transport to 
groundwater and persist 
for long periods of time133

uS EPA  
soil-to-groundwater 
risk-based soil screening 
limit: 2.3 x 10-4 mg/kg134
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ENERGETIC MATERIAL
CHEMICAL 
CLASS108

TYPE OF 
ExPLOSIvE/ 
SOuRCE109

SOLuBILITY 
(21°C) MG/L

ORAL 
REFERENCE 

DOSE  
(MG/kG/DAY)

COLOuR OF 
SOLuTION110

DEGRADATION 
(DEGRADATION 

PRODuCTS)
TRANSPORT

ENvIRONMENTAL 
LIMITS

1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-
tetrazoctane (HMx)

Organic 
nitramine

Secondary/ 
explosive fill

5–6.63135 0.05136 Colourless

very slow/negligible 
degradation. (Degradation 
products not observed 
under environmental 
conditions)137

Likely to transport to 
groundwater and persist 
for long periods of time138

uS EPA 10-day reference 
dose: 0.05 mg/kg/day139

Nitrocellulose Polymer Propellant Insoluble140 5000141 Pale yellow

Degradation to nitrates and 
nitrites, also found from 
fertiliser run-off, though 
significant mass will not 
degrade142

Remains on top, or near 
to surface of soil with 
potential to be washed into 
surface water. unlikely to 
transport through soil143

Not available

Nitroguanidine Organic Propellant 4,400144 316145 Colourless

Nitroguanidine degrades 
slowly in the environment, 
even in soils rich in organic 
materials, but will degrade 
to less harmful minerals146

High mobility in soils 
therefore may transport to 
groundwater 

uS EPA 10-day reference 
dose: 0.1 mg/kg/day147

Nitroglycerine Organic Propellant Insoluble148 Not  
available. 

Not available

Ammonium perchlorate Inorganic salt
Propellant and 
pyrotechnics 

200,000149 0.007 
(ClO4)150 Colourless

Found as ammonium and 
perchlorate ions once in 
water and persists for long 
periods of time151

Will move to groundwater, 
the time taken depends 
on soil characteristics as 
ions can be immobilised. 
Perchlorate groundwater 
contamination is 
common152

uS EPA sets a drinking 
water limit of between 1 
and 18 µg/L, depending on 
the State153 

White phosphorus Element Pyrotechnic Colourless
Does not degrade in the 
environment

uS EPA reference dose: 
0.00002 mg/kg/day154
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CHAPTER 3
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF LEAD ANTIMONY

INTRODUCTION

While there are many different definitions of metals, generally they can 
be defined as materials that are able to conduct electricity or heat. As 
such, metals can be a single chemical element such as lead, or an alloy 
containing two chemical elements such as lead antimony.1 As metals 
naturally occur in the Earth’s crust, their behaviour is highly dependent on 
their geographical location in the environment and their chemical form.2 
3 In addition, metals are often deposited in the environment by human 
activities, including disposal activities, as a solid mass like a bullet or 
slag from burning, for example, but over time these will be eroded (small 
particles physically removed from the bulk) and corroded (reaction with 
atmospheric water and oxygen) making them much more able to move 
through the environment.4 Movement through soil and water is highly 
dependent on the form of the metal. For example, small metal particles 
may be more likely to be transported by surface water, whereas corrosion 
complexes (metal in combination with carbon, oxygen and hydrogen) may 
be more likely to dissolve in water and interact with chemicals in the soil.5 
6 In addition, the chemical form of the metal has a significant effect on 
toxicity.7 Environmental impact is often discussed and investigated in terms 
of the overall metal concentration, as it can be assumed that once corroded 
and dissolved the metal is more likely to be in a form that is more toxic to 
environmental receptors – soil microorganisms, flora and fauna. 

Lead antimony is a metal alloy commonly used in small arms ammunition 
(SAA).8 Once transferred to the environment in a bioavailable form, the 
impact of the alloy can generally be considered in terms of the impacts of 
the individual metals: lead and antimony. This is also true of the source, 
for example, regardless of whether the metal is deposited from intentional 
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use, from abandoned munitions, the residue of burning, e.g. slag residue, or 
erroneously deposited by inappropriate detonation methods. Once transferred 
into the environment in a bioavailable form the potential impacts are the same. 
Generally, the severity of the impact of lead and antimony contamination 
will depend on how much contamination there is, how bioavailable the 
contamination is, and the duration of exposure of receptors to the lead or 
antimony.9 Metals do not chemically or biologically degrade like organic 
energetic materials, and whilst such energetic materials can remain for long 
periods of time, metals will remain in the environment theoretically forever. 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF LEAD 
IN THE TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
Lead contamination is common at shooting ranges and demolition sites,10 11 
12 13 14 partially due to the ubiquity of lead in munitions, including in bullets 
in the form of a metal alloy. Lead is also found in primary explosives as an 
inorganic compound e.g. lead azide, although the volume used in primers is 
so small as to have a negligible impact on the environment in comparison 
with SAA.15 16 Lead is globally recognised as a chemical of major public 
health concern, according to the World Health Organization,17 18 and is 
currently under scrutiny by the European Chemical Hazards Agency (ECHA) 
for inclusion on the Restriction Evaluation Assessment and Regulation of 
Chemical Hazards (REACH).19 Lead chromates have already been added to 
the Authorisation List,20 which means that the use of lead chromate within 
the European Union must be authorised by ECHA. In 2018, bulk metal 
lead was recommended for inclusion in the Authorisation List and may in 
time require authorisation for use. Currently, the use of lead for defence 
purposes is exempt from the REACH regulation in the EU, and therefore can 
continue to be used in explosive ordnance. Lead has also been recognised 
as a priority substance in the US where it is listed second on the Agency 
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry substance priority list, due to its 
toxicity and frequent occurrence in the environment.21 

Handling a bullet containing lead carries a low risk of toxic effects. This is 
because lead metal absorption through the skin is generally limited and 
it does not release fumes that can be inhaled. Conversely, soil containing 
corrosion complexes of lead may be ingested or inhaled relatively easily, 
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and the form of the metal is much more accessible for the biological organs 
of flora and fauna, therefore causing much higher toxicity.22 As lead is not 
an essential element for life, it is detrimental to the health of most living 
organisms, from soil bacteria to humans, however individual organism 
tolerance to lead varies greatly. In humans, the tolerable daily intake has 
been estimated at 3.5 µg/kg of bodyweight, with a lead level of greater than 
10 µg/dl considered as the threshold for lead blood poisoning in children.23 
Lead is particularly toxic for children and may cause irreversible health 
effects, although even low levels of exposure may cause central nervous 
system effects such as irritability, poor attention and hallucinations with 
convulsions, or comas developing in cases of high exposure (> 100 µl/
dl).24 25 Soil contaminated with lead is thought to be the second most likely 
cause of exposure to lead in children, behind paints containing lead, with 
an estimate of up to 0.2 g of soil per day ingested by children on average.26

Other organisms are also affected by lead, which may reduce enzymatic 
activity in soil, subsequently reducing other essential processes such as 
degradation of waste.27 It may also reduce the growth of plant species, 
ultimately reducing the biodiversity of plant and insect species with a 
subsequent effect on entire localised ecosystems.28 For example, at a site 
in verdun where 200,000 World War I artillery projectiles were disposed of 
by open burning in the 1920s, there is an area of approximately 70 m in 
diameter where vegetation and growth is limited, and with no vegetation 
growth at all in the central area where the concentration of lead in the soil 
averages 12,690 mg/kg (> 10% soil mass is lead) (Figure 1).29 Disposal of 
the artillery projectiles was carried out directly on the soil, with ash and 
residue left in place. Lead contamination tends to be highly localised due 
to the limited mobility of lead in clay soil. It sorbs into organic content and 
is essentially immobilised in low acidity (> pH 5) soils with greater than 5% 
organic content.30 31 In the case of the verdun burning site, the correlation 
to soil acidity can clearly be seen with lead contamination transmitting 
through the acidic surface soils, but being immobilised at 1.8 m (36 mg/
kg) deep where the pH becomes neutral (pH 7.1).32 As in this example, lead 
tends to accumulate in the top layers of soil where it can be taken up by 
plants and is unlikely to leach into groundwater unless there is a significant 
change to the soil pH.33 34 35 36 37 However, areas where there is significant 
surface water are particularly sensitive to lead contamination, with use of 
lead shot banned in these areas in the Uk since 1999.38 
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Figure 1: ‘Place du Gaz’ in verdun, France, where World War I artillery 
projectiles were disposed of by open burning, remains unable to support 
growth of vegetation at the epicentre of the burn where there are high 

concentrations of lead. Even in areas of lower concentration, vegetation cover 
is limited to mosses that can withstand the increased metal concentrations. 39 

Image © Eric Bonnaire

Pollution from lead does not only come from SAA. There have also been 
instances of lead contamination following open burning of artillery 
propellants. Lead and tin foil strips were used in smokeless gun propellants 
as a de-coppering agent but have since been phased out by a number of 
nations for reasons of lead toxicity. Open burning of propellants containing 
de-coppering agents and other additives will in all likelihood lead to direct 
heavy metal contamination of the soil. This has been recently observed in 
the field. 
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Figure 2: An open burn of old Soviet gun propellant in an arid environment, 
March 2016. Image© Swiss EOD Centre

Figures 3 and 4: Heavy metal de-coppering agents and other residues 
deposited on the soil surface following an open propellant burn, March 2016. 

Open burning of propellant on the soil surface can present a significant 
pollutant risk. Image© Swiss EOD Centre
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT OF ANTIMONY IN THE 
TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

Antimony is typically described as a metalloid which can exist in two forms: 
1) a silvery metal form, and 2) a grey powder, and is increasingly used in 
alloys with lead as a hardener (~2%) in small arms ammunition rounds.40 
While antimony has been identified as a potential substance of concern, the 
only antimony compound currently on the REACH candidate list is antimony 
lead oxide (antimony lead yellow) used in coatings, inks and toners.41 
However, due to the toxicity of antimony the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency has advised an oral reference dose of 0.4 µg/kg bodyweight 
per day,42 and the World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated the 
tolerability in water for humans to be 6 µg/kg bodyweight per day.43 

The toxicity of antimony varies depending on the chemical form of the 
element that is produced during weathering and corrosion. For example, 
in well oxygenated environments (soil surfaces) Sb(OH6)

- (v) is the most 
common form, whereas in low oxygen environments (underwater, in peat 
soils) the more toxic Sb(OH3) (III) is more likely to be formed.44 However, in 
the environment the less toxic Sb(OH6)

- has been shown to be more mobile 
than other forms as it is less likely to be absorbed into the soil, whereas 
the more toxic forms are likely to remain immobilised near the soil surface, 
though both forms transmit more readily than lead.45 46 This means that 
while contamination of groundwater by antimony is possible, and has been 
observed,47 there remains a significant exposure risk from inhalation or 
ingestion of contaminated soil particles. 

Exposure to compounds containing antimony can cause irritation of the 
gastric system at lower concentrations, and continued exposure to antimony 
can lead to an accumulation in the organs resulting in cardiovascular, liver 
and respiratory diseases.48 Inhalation of antimony causes skin rashes, as 
well as irritation to eyes and skin (> 9 mg/m3 in air).49 50 Flora, fauna and 
other microorganisms are also susceptible to antimony toxicity, though the 
toxic response is highly dependent on the chemical form of the antimony 
and the length of exposure.51 52
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Concentrations of antimony at firing ranges are frequently reported 
in the range of 100s–1000s of mg/kg, which is much higher than the 
naturally expected concentration (measured in ng or µg/kg). For example, 
concentrations up to 517 mg/kg were reported at a Texas firing range53 and 
a maximum of 17,500 mg/kg reported at stop-butts at the Swiss Quartino 
shooting range.54 55 These concentrations significantly exceed recommended 
antimony levels in soil in Germany [3.5 mg/kg] and the Netherlands [5 mg/
kg].56 In addition, due to the solubility of antimony, periods of intense rainfall 
can exacerbate surface run-off, or transmission of antimony through soil 
to groundwater resulting in a temporary peak in antimony concentration. 
In a study from Norway, antimony concentrations peaked at 9 µg/L in 
a stream due to run-off from a firing berm during a storm, showing the 
potential to reach the recommended WHO drinking water limit (20 µl/L) and 
demonstrating that potentially harmful concentrations can be generated 
rapidly.57 

It is worth noting that current examples of antimony contamination from 
explosive ordnance in soil and water tend to originate from shooting ranges, 
or areas where there has been intensive use of small arms ammunition 
containing lead antimony.58 However, it can be expected that disposal 
by open burning of large quantities of small arms ammunition, or long-
term erosion of small arms ammunition in soil, will also lead to increased 
concentrations of antimony in soil and water. While there are currently few 
legislative controls and recommendations for concentrations of antimony in 
soil, antimony is increasingly recognised as a contaminant of concern and 
therefore the introduction of additional controls is likely in the future. 
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF LEAD AND ANTIMONY IN 
THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The main environmental concern for lead and antimony in the marine 
environment is the potential for bio-accumulation and subsequent 
contamination of the human food chain.59 60 61 The potential for toxicity from 
fish and shellfish contaminated with heavy metals not originating from EO 
has been extensively studied in the case of mercury, where consumption of 
fish with high levels of mercury caused Minamata disease in Japan and is 
now thought to have effected over 20,000 people.62 63 With levels of other 
heavy metal pollution also increasing in the oceans, there is now a concern 
that levels of lead in fish will affect human populations.64 65 66 67 Antimony is 
not yet such a risk due to the lower global concentrations in seawater, and 
may not have the same potential for magnification through the food chain.68 

While the impact of lead and antimony are of concern, it is challenging 
to determine the extent of impact from a particular source. For example, 
lead and antimony both occur naturally, though most studies conclude that 
elevated levels of lead and antimony in the environment derive from human 
sources. Underwater ordnance has repeatedly been shown to increase the 
concentration of lead in the local environment through corrosion of metal 
projectiles, with multiple munition dump sites (Labrador, Canada; the 
Baltic Sea; kiel, Germany) exhibiting elevated levels of lead in sediment 
and water samples.69 70 71 72 73 However, other sites such as a munitions 
dump site off the coast of Hawaii have not recorded significant impacts 
despite recording elevated concentrations of heavy metals, including lead.74  
However, the Hawaiian study is ongoing due to concerns about gaps in 
the data and may yet be shown to present a risk. Determining the risk of 
antimony and lead contamination from explosive ordnance underwater is 
particularly challenging, as it is difficult to predict the rate of corrosion of 
different types of ordnance; one study estimated that significant corrosion 
could take anywhere between 25 and 250 years.75 To demonstrate, 
underwater mines in the kiel Fjord (Germany) suspected to have been 
dumped at approximately the same time, have been found in various states 
of corrosion, with some in almost pristine condition (Figure 5).76 Ultimately 
this means that the most significant environmental impacts will not be 
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realised until many years after explosive ordnance is deposited in marine 
environments, by which time it may too dangerous to bring to the surface 
for disposal.77

Figure 5: (left) a significantly corroded naval mine found at the munitions 
dump site in kolberger Heide, at the entrance to kiel Fjord in Germany; 

(right) a mine with no evidence of corrosion found in the same location. This 
demonstrates how varied the condition of ordnance can be even in very limited 

geographical environments and highlights how difficult it can be to predict 
environmental impact. Image© Jana Ulrich, FTZ Uni kiel 

Due to safety concerns, underwater munitions are frequently detonated 
in situ, however a study of an underwater demolition at Pointe Amour, 
Canada, demonstrated that after detonation the concentration of lead and 
antimony in the local environment increased by a factor of ten.78 Deposition 
of contamination and the effect of noise from detonations on aquatic 
species have recently been highlighted as issues of underwater demolition 
as a disposal method, particularly in ecologically sensitive areas.79 80 81
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONCERNS

Lead antimony is a common alloy used in small arms ammunition, however, 
once in the environment the lead and antimony will behave independently 
of one another. Both metals have been highlighted as contaminants of 
significant concern due to their toxicity towards flora, fauna and biota, and 
while lead is currently undergoing significant legislative and regulatory 
restriction, it is likely that the regulation of antimony will also increase in 
the future. The impact of lead and antimony is challenging to predict due to 
corrosion of the metals in different forms, which differ in their transport and 
behaviour in the environment. Figure 6 summarises the major pathways 
for lead and antimony in the environment; however, these pathways are 
highly dependent on the receiving environment and therefore an individual 
assessment should be made for each contaminated site. 

Figure 6: Overview of how lead and antimony behave and move in the natural 
environment via natural processes such as erosion (physical wear), corrosion 
(chemical transformation) and transport (movement through soil and water). 

Metal exposure may also occur through inhalation of particles suspended 
in the air, but this will only be during disposal processes. Metals will rapidly 

deposit on soil and follow the pathways outlined in this figure.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTAMINATION 
FROM HEAVY METAL 
TUNGSTEN ALLOY AND 
DEPLETED URANIUM

INTRODUCTION

Heavy Metal Tungsten Alloy (HMTA) has been introduced as a replacement 
for Depleted Uranium (DU) armour piercing rounds used in multiple 
conflicts since 1991.1 2 DU is a heavy metal by-product of the Uranium 
235 (235U) enrichment process used to produce fuel for nuclear reactors. 
DU consists primarily of the Uranium 238 (238U) isotope (99.977%), which 
differs from the 235 isotope by having three additional neutrons in the 
atomic nucleus. Generally, chemical isotopes have very similar properties. 
In the case of Uranium, 235U is much more readily split to generate energy 
than the 238U isotope and therefore nuclear reactor fuels are enriched to 
3–5% 235U. This enrichment produces 238U as a by-product with high density 
and an ability to ablate as it passes through armour, ensuring a continually 
sharp nose and highly effective penetration.3 However, concerns around 
the radioactivity and long-term impacts of 238U led to the development of 
weapons containing HTMA.4 

HMTA is a heavy metal alloy usually consisting of 80–98% tungsten in 
combination with a mixture of Nickel, Iron, Copper and Cobalt. It is usually 
produced by sintering – forming a solid mass by compaction at high 
temperatures.5 6 HMTA’s are used as armour penetrating rounds due to their 
high density and strength, as well as their improved environmental profile. 
HMTAs do not ablate on impact, therefore have a lower risk of aerosolized 
pollutants, and tend to be more resistant to corrosion. The environmental 
impact of DU and Tungsten is characterised by their properties as heavy 
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metals, which is highly dependent on the receiving environment. Although 
the radioactivity of DU is an added complication, the decay by-products are 
produced in such low concentrations that they can be discounted, and the 
environmental impact focused primarily on the exposure to Uranium.7 

EFFECT OF DEPLETED URANIUM 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT
DU has been extensively studied due to its widespread use in conflicts from 
the 1990s through to the early 2000s and its link to increased risk of cancer 
and Gulf War Syndrome. However, DU is significantly less radioactive than 
natural Uranium, which is ingested daily through food (2 µg g-1 per day) 
and water (1.5 µg L-1).8 In areas where there is a high natural concentration 
of Uranium such as Norway, potable groundwater has been shown to 
contain up to 34 µg L-1 Uranium, which is above the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (US EPA) drinking water limit of 30 µg L-1 and yet no ill 
effects have been reported in the population.9 10 While this comparison is 
to natural Uranium, it is reasonable to compare exposure limits, as the only 
difference between natural Uranium and DU is the percentage of isotope 
content, reflected by the lower radioactivity of DU.11 For example, the World 
Health Organization’s (WHO) recommended drinking water limit for DU is 2 
µg L-1 based on the limit for Uranium.12 This is lower than the US EPA limit, 
and may frequently be lower than natural background levels; the average 
concentration of uranium in the ocean is 3 µg L-1.13 14

The environmental impact of DU is highly dependent on the source of the 
DU, the form of the DU and the environmental conditions. In its metallic 
form, toxicity from DU is very unlikely as there is limited transmission of 
metal through the skin, and radiation in the form of alpha particles cannot 
penetrate the skin. There is a higher risk when DU particles enter through 
broken skin, or become embedded in flesh.15 16 The more likely form of 
exposure to DU is from inhalation or ingestion of particles produced either 
during use or long-term weathering.17 When impacting a hard target (metal) 
or when involved in a fire, the outer surface of the DU projectile ignites 
producing very small (< 20 µm) aerosolised UO2 and U3O8 particles, which 
may form larger particles (200–500 µm) with materials from the incident 
target e.g. iron.18 These particles will settle on vehicles or the soil surface 
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where they may be washed away by rainfall into local surface water, or 
become immobilised in soil. Alternatively, upon impact with a soft target, 
i.e. soil, the projectile may be embedded up to 50 cm beneath the soil 
surface where weathering will erode and corrode the DU, mainly forming 
UO3 and complexes (> 500 µ m) with water and soil minerals.19 20 21

When considering the environmental impact of DU it is important to note 
that it has both chemical toxic properties and radiological properties. 
However, as discussed, DU is less radioactive compared to its natural 
isotopes, and while any exposure to radiation increases the risk of cancer, 
this must be offset against an individual’s general risk of developing cancer, 
which averages 1 in 5.22 Several reports into the use of DU projectiles in 
kosovo concluded that there is minimal radiological or toxicological risk 
from areas where DU projectiles were used, even in localised areas of high 
concentration.23 24 25 A subsequent investigation of post-conflict sites in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina did identify low levels of DU in groundwater, and 
although contamination levels were lower than WHO recommended limits, 
it highlights the potential mobility of DU in soil.26 The highest cancer risk to 
an individual from DU is likely to be from inhalation of high concentrations 
of insoluble forms of DU which can remain in the lungs for extended 
periods of time.27 Exposure to high concentrations is possible, and is most 
likely from enclosed spaces such as vehicles or buildings damaged by DU 
projectiles, or from inhalation of DU loaded soils in very localised areas. 
Children are especially likely to be exposed through playing in areas with 
DU contaminated soil.28 It is therefore recommended that these areas are 
decontaminated or made inaccessible to civilian populations.29

While radioactive, DU is a heavy metal and may pose more of a risk 
from its chemical toxicology than its radiological toxicology.30 DU toxicity 
primarily affects the kidneys, and may cause renal failure in high-enough 
concentrations.31 32 Though there have not been enough human cases to 
definitely provide a fatal dose figure, it is thought that serious renal effects 
are observable within a few days of exposure to 50 µg g-1 of kidney mass.33 
These levels could easily be exceeded in soil beneath DU projectiles, where 
levels of up to 45 g kg-1 soil have been identified. Ingestion of only a few 
grammes could result in serious kidney damage.34 35 This poses more of 
a risk to children, who are more likely to handle soil, but highlights the 
need for good housekeeping when working in proximity to corroded DU 
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projectiles. Less serious effects are likely to be felt at lower exposures, and 
it has been shown that kidneys may recover from minor DU toxicity.36 

While, in general, the radiological and toxicological risk of DU to the general 
population is low, there remains a risk of exposure from highly concentrated 
point sources such as corroding DU projectiles buried in soil, and vehicles 
or buildings involved in a DU projectile strike. In these cases, the most 
likely exposure pathway to humans and animals is by direct inhalation or 
ingestion of aerosolised particles or soil within the localised area. DU 
projectiles remaining in the environment will take hundreds of years to fully 
corrode, therefore providing a continued source of high DU concentration 
unless removed.37 38 While DU, like many metals, is not highly mobile in 
neutral pH soils, in the long-term DU will migrate to the wider environment 
and if not removed from soil may cause long-term health impacts.  

EFFECT OF HEAVY METAL TUNGSTEN 
ALLOY ON THE ENVIRONMENT
HMTA’s were introduced as a replacement to DU as they were thought to be 
less damaging toward the environment, and less toxic.39 However, as their 
use has increased there has been growing concern around the potential 
environmental impacts which may be far more complex than for other 
heavy metals. For this reason, Tungsten has been identified as an emerging 
toxicant by the US EPA.40 Although there are currently no regulatory 
European or US limitations on Tungsten concentration in the environment, 
Russia has enforced a 0.05 mg L-1 limit in drinking water.41 Preliminary 
work by the US has suggested an oral reference dose of 0.1 mg kg-1; this 
is the daily dose considered safe for lifetime exposure and is notably lower 
than for lead and antimony, as described in Chapter 3.42 The same report 
recommends risk-based concentrations for soil and water at 7821 mg kg-1 
and 3.65 mg L-1 respectively. While these numbers are significantly higher 
in comparison to other heavy metals of concern, these are only preliminary 
findings and it is acknowledged that the environmental impacts and toxicity 
of Tungsten warrant further investigation.43

Due to the relatively recent interest in HMTA as an environmental 
contaminant, there are relatively few studies that quantitatively assess the 
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release of Tungsten metal from HMTA kinetic energy penetrators. However, 
in a military context, entry to the environment will be when the penetrator 
rods either strike a hard target and deposit fragments up to 2 mm in 
size, or are embedded in soil upon striking the ground.44 Within the mine 
action context, it is conceivable that abandoned HMTA ordnance could be 
inadvertently added to a logistic demolition, or mistakenly destroyed in situ 
by high order. These scenarios could also entail entry into the environment 
of HMTA slivers. 

One of the reasons HMTA was cited as being preferential to DU was 
due to its resistance to corrosion. However, research has shown that 
HMTA may be more soluble than other heavy metals, particularly under 
alkali conditions (pH > 7) resulting in the transfer of Tungsten to the 
environment.45 46 In addition, it has since been suggested that corrosion 
resistance is highly dependent on the pH level, with corrosion more likely 
in acidic environments.47 Similarly, solubility may be variable and has been 
found to increase when alloyed with iron, but decreased when alloyed with 
Cobalt.48 This effect highlights the complexity of the environmental impact 
of HMTA, which tends to contain varying concentrations of Nickel, Iron or 
Cobalt, given that the properties of tungsten can be significantly altered by 
co-deposited materials. 

The variability of the Tungsten’s properties extends to the toxicity, which 
may have additive effects on other materials. For example, evidence 
suggests that the toxicity of Tungsten and Cobalt combined may be greater 
than either metal alone.49 This is also true of the carcinogenic properties 
of Tungsten, which have been shown to exacerbate the carcinogenic 
properties of other metals e.g. Cobalt, and which may even preferentially 
increase cancer risk in those with a genetic predisposition.50 51 52 HMTA 
was shown to have particularly concerning carcinogenic properties when 
aggressive tumours developed in rodents implanted with tungsten, 
mimicking subcutaneous shrapnel injuries.53 While this may seem to be 
exclusive to conflict scenarios, the likelihood of exposure to fragments of 
tungsten via injuries during demolition activities cannot be ignored.54 

Though environmental behaviour studies of Tungsten are limited, there are 
early indications that the non-lethal effects of Tungsten on soil organisms 
may be more significant than those from Lead. While the non-lethal 
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impacts may not be as striking, the long-term impacts on soil health and 
the subsequent ability to use the land for pasture or agriculture may be 
affected.55 Tungsten is taken up by vegetation through root systems, and 
may accumulate in roots and plants, for example, snails fed on lettuce 
leaves grown on contaminated soil were exposed to higher doses than 
if they were fed exclusively on the contaminated soil.56 This suggests 
that transfer through the food chain is possible, and though significant 
consumption is required to have a toxic effect there may be milder effects 
from long-term exposure. In addition, tungsten loading of soil of over 1% 
(10 g kg-1) is likely to kill soil bio-organisms, resulting in degradation of soil 
health and potentially limiting the ability of soil to produce crops.57 While 
this may seem like a high soil loading, it is reasonable to assume that where 
HMTA penetrators are left in the environment for long periods of time, this 
level of contamination may be realised. 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONCERNS

While HMTA was heralded as the replacement for DU in kinetic energy 
penetrators, recent scrutiny into its environmental impact has demonstrated 
that it is not environmentally benign, as first thought. There is an initiative 
to remove Cobalt from HMTA alloys [40],58 due to concerns that Tungsten 
exacerbates Cobalt toxicity and carcinogenic properties, but this alone 
will  not necessarily eliminate the environmental impact of HMTA. The 
environmental impacts of both DU and HMTA present significant long-term 
concerns, and it is likely that similar to DU, the removal of bulk sources of 
HMTA from the environment will also be recommended. It is also crucial 
that during demolition operations, DU penetrators in particular are not 
included in open burning, as this is likely to distribute more environmentally 
mobile DU dust particles into the environment. Detonation should be 
used to dispose of HMTA ammunition. Finally, the environmental impact 
of Tungsten in isolation may be less severe than for other heavy metals 
associated with Mine Action activities, yet the presence of Tungsten in 
already contaminated soil may exacerbate existing issues. For example, 
Tungsten may increase the acidity of soil, which in turn may result in the 
release of previously immobilised heavy metals such as lead and antimony 
from the soil and enable their transport to groundwater.59
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CHAPTER 5
MITIGATING CONTAMINATION 
FROM EXPLOSIVES 
AND METALS FOUND IN 
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

INTRODUCTION

In 1978, the Council on Environmental Quality in the United States 
produced regulations to complement the National Environmental Policy Act 
(1969). These regulations define what, for the purposes of that Act, is meant 
by mitigation and it can be summarised as follows:

1. Minimising impacts by limiting the magnitude of the action 
and its implementation;

2. Rectifying the impact by repairing or remediating the affected 
area;

3. Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation 
and maintenance during the life of the activity;

4. Compensating for or offsetting the impact by replacing or 
providing substitute resources.1

Mitigating may therefore be defined as reducing, avoiding or offsetting any 
potential adverse environmental consequences of specific activities.2
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WHAT CAN MINE ACTION 
PRACTICALLY DO?
Mine action clearance operations damage the environment. Such damage 
is to a degree inherent to such operations. Clearance of mines and 
explosive remnants of war is typically an intrusive process that inevitably 
entails a degree of damage to the environment.3 4 Destruction of Explosive 
Ordnance (EO), including SAA, by either Open Burning, or Open Detonation 
entails a potential pollution risk in certain circumstances. This is especially 
true in areas such as Central Demolition Sites, where Open Burning Open 
Detonation (OBOD), often over decades, can increase the risk of residue 
loading.5 What can mine action operators do that does not inhibit their 
operations to an impractical degree? What can mine action operators do 
that enables them to make all reasonable effort to reduce pollution to a 
level that is no more than absolutely necessary? There is no comprehensive 
answer to these questions as yet, and more research is required. However, 
there are some practical measures that operators can consider as outlined 
below: 
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SCENARIO 1: MITIGATION FOR DISPOSAL OF ExPLOSIvE ORDNANCE 
BY DEMOLITION IN SITu.

MINE ACTION SCENARIO
POTENTIAL ENvIRONMENTAL 

CONSEQuENCES
MITIGATION 

Disposal of Composition-B filled EO on 
a demolition range. 

Source: Residue loading of RDx, TNT 
on soil surface in a Central Demolitions 
Site over a prolonged period.

Pathways: 

TNT: Air- Soil

RDx: Air- Soil infiltration with 
precipitation

Metal: Air- Soil

Receptor: RDx and TNT exposure to 
animals and humans from soil ingestion 
/ inhalation. 

Physical soil damage restricting land use for 
agriculture. 

Low quantities of metal and explosive particulate 
deposited on soil and surface water; some larger 
fragments may also be deposited.  

Long-term reduction in soil health. 

Long-term toxicity to receptors if exposed either 
through soil (or water), ingestion or inhalation. 

Secondary impacts on surface and groundwater 
from soil contamination. 

Ascertain soil type and pH using a basic testing kit. Avoid locations with acidic soil if possible.

If possible, avoid areas near water courses, and saturated land, or land prone to flooding. Avoid areas 
near known aquifers. 

Sandy sites prone to flooding or with a high-water table present a particular risk for TNT main fills. 

If possible, try to identify likely receptors including sensitive areas or species.6

Consider long-term impacts from contamination for future land use e.g. development, such as farming 
or housing.7

Select a detonation method that transforms energetics within EO to detonation products as effectively 
as practicable.8 9 Consider use of extra donor charge, ensure demolition stacks maximise sympathetic 
detonation, try to use first order (fuze well) initiation where possible, only use low order techniques 
where necessary.

Ensure pit inspections and daily post range clearance are stringent in order to minimise EO left on the 
ground. Consider regular BAC of demolitions range to reduce ongoing EO contamination. CFFE and 
remove scrap metal.

After final remediation of site used for a prolonged period, such as a demolitions range, consider a 
professional assessment, including soil sampling, to determine whether levels of contamination pose an 
ongoing risk.10 11 12
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SCENARIO 2: MITIGATION FOR DISPOSAL OF ExPLOSIvE ORDNANCE 
BY OPEN BuRNING.

MINE ACTION SCENARIO
POTENTIAL ENvIRONMENTAL 

CONSEQuENCES
MITIGATION

Open-burning disposal of explosive 
ordnance including high explosive 
natures, propellant, and SAA. 

Source: Propellant, explosive and 
metal particulates deposited from 
open burning, metal slag and explosive 
residue from open burning, projectiles 
expelled from fire.

Pathway:

Propellant: Air-Soil 

Explosive: Air- Soil (TNT)- Water (RDx)

Metal: Air- Soil (immobilisation > pH4) 

Receptor: Exposure to animals, plants 
and humans from soil and/ or water 
ingestion and inhalation.      

Surface contamination by propellant and metals 
preventing growth of flora and with exposure risk to 
humans and animals in the immediate vicinity. 

Fire damage from uncontrolled burning ignited by 
spark. 

Soil contamination by airborne particulates and 
fragments of explosive, propellant and metals 
deposited in the wider area. 

Subsurface contamination by explosives and metals 
reducing soil health. 

Long-term toxicity to receptors if exposed either 
through soil (or water), ingestion or inhalation. 

Long-term transport of explosive contamination to 
water, contaminating water table that may be used 
as a potable water source for humans and animals.

Burning invariably creates visible pollution which 
may or may not be environmentally significant, 
but may surely lead to a negative perception of the 
operators work amongst the population.

Optimise burning to maximise ingress of oxygen to ensure maximum transformation of combustion 
products e.g. use burn tables to raise pile, use ventilated incinerators for SAA, remove SAA from 
boxes.13 14 15

use intercepting burn trays to capture residue and slag directly beneath burn pile and dispose of as 
hazardous waste, breaking source-pathway linkage.16

use incinerators to dispose of SAA and dispose of slag residue as hazardous waste.17 Remove slag 
residue for industrial processing. 

For open propellant burns consider burning on a thin unreinforced temporary concrete pad if burn tables 
unavailable or impractical.

visual check of surrounding area after each burn serial to collect any projected fragments (removing 
long-term sources). 
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SCENARIO 3: MITIGATION FOR DISPOSAL OF uNDERWATER ExPLOSIvE 
ORDNANCE. 

MINE ACTION SCENARIO
POTENTIAL ENvIRONMENTAL 

CONSEQuENCES
MITIGATION

underwater detonation of EO. 

Source: Corroding EO that is unsafe to 
remove.

Pathway: 

Propellant: Dissolution and 
suspension, deposition in sediment.

Explosive: Dissolution and 
suspension, deposition in sediment.

Metal: Corrosion, suspended solids, 
deposition in sediment.

Receptors: Exposure to animals and 
humans from sediment and or water 
ingestion.      

Accumulation of toxic dissolved and eroded metals 
in sediment. 

Localised areas of deoxygenation forcing flora and 
fauna to other environments. 

Noise and peak pressure of underwater detonation 
damaging to mammals at long distances due to 
blast waves. 

Physical disturbance of marine ecosystems forcing 
migration of species. 

Raise the previously dumped EO to the surface where safe to do so, although in many cases it may not 
be safe. 

Where safety is in question, advanced techniques could be used to render them safe such as freezing, 
using robotic equipment, disposal in static detonation chamber and chemical destruction by light.18

Detonate underwater using deflagration methods to reduce the sound.19

use novel techniques such as the ‘Bubble curtain ©’ Hydrotechnik Lübeck; this creates a wall of bubbles 
from a bottom-resting nozzle pipe connected to a compressor which cushions the detonation by 
absorbing much of the energy of the blast and sound waves.20

Test detonations can be used to ascertain potential levels of disturbance and contamination to help 
decide on most appropriate mitigation. 

Consider use of small precursor detonations (e.g. NONEL detonator) to chase away fish and water 
mammals with reduced impact.
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APPROACHES TO MITIGATION

The above scenarios describe three brief examples of activities that have 
the potential to cause environmental impacts. The examples include clear 
Source Pathway Receptor (SPR) pollutant linkages that may occur and 
suggestions for mitigation that can support environmental best practice. 
Figure 1 presents a useful hierarchy of how to consider mitigation when 
undertaking mine action activities and it is based on the United States 
National Environmental Policy Act21 as mentioned in Section 5.1.

Figure 1: Hierarchy of mitigation to support mine action decision-making for 
environmental best practice, with avoidance or removal of the source as the 

preferential option and remediation of contamination as the least preferential. 

The preferred option is removing the source, which is the main aim of mine 
action in any case, although the intrusive and physical nature of this removal 
process can itself affect the environment. During OBOD activities, the full 
force of detonating a munition in situ propels explosive residues, metal 
fragments, dust and so forth into the environment landing on soil surfaces 

Avoid/ remove source of contamination

Minimise contamination from source

Remediate 
contamination

Break link between source 
and pathway by mitigation
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and in water courses.22 If repeated at the same location over a prolonged 
period, energetic materials and metal fragments may cumulatively build 
up in the environment and directly and indirectly effect environmental 
receptors, leading to contamination that may need remediation. This build-
up over time is sometimes referred to as residue loading. Use of burning 
tanks for small arms ammunition is also an option, with the slag residue 
removed from the site afterwards. Burn tanks for fuzes have also been used 
although these can be ineffective in consuming energetic components 
enclosed within the fuze, for example on a rotor.

Figure 2: Burn tanks for Small Arms Ammunition (SAA) can be a useful way 
of minimising the environmental impact of SAA disposal. However, the issue 

of onward disposal of slag residue remains a challenge. Operators should 
commission specialist removal, ideally for processing and recycling.

The next preferred option is minimising the impact of the source. This is 
often a challenge for mine action. For activities like open burning, simple 
measures such as taking SAA out of storage boxes for burning, can 
increase the burn temperature and minimise incomplete combustion and 
deposition of energetic materials in by-products such as burnt ash and 
slag mixtures.23 SAA should never be burnt within packaging and should 
certainly never be destroyed by bulk demolition, unless in exceptional 
circumstances where the proportion of SAA within a stack is minimal. Other 
items of high explosive ordnance included in bulk demolitions should also 
be removed from packaging as much as practicable prior to being included 
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in a stack. Burning regimes, including plastic wastes and other municipal 
materials, should also be planned so that the release of black smoke into 
the atmosphere is minimised.24 Demolition techniques can also be used to 
maximise the efficient detonation of the explosive within an item of EO. For 
example, use of more donor charge, especially if part of a sensible priming 
plan, can assist in maximising the potential of breaching the case so that 
the explosive inside is also consumed. If possible, fuze wells should be 
primed in order to utilise the explosive train inherent within the munition 
design. This technique is sometimes referred to as a ‘first order’ or ‘stores 
own’ detonation. Use of low order techniques, such as a mechanical break-
up, implicitly carries the risk of greater residue deposition on the ground. 
While low order techniques should remain as a key set of techniques for 
EOD operators, they should only be used if really necessary, since they 
arguably carry a greater pollution risk.

Figure 3: A bulk demolition primed by making maximum use of empty fuze 
wells. This enables more First Order detonations that have a higher probability 
of consuming the explosive fill compared to Second Order detonations. Liberal 

use of donor charge for Second Order detonations also reduces the risk of 
residue deposition and, over time, cumulative residue loading on locations 

such as Central Demolition Sites.

The third preference for mitigation is to use simple methods to break 
or reduce the link between the source and pathway for example, using 
impermeable surfaces when burning, such as metal burn trays in cages 
when disposing of EO by open burning, to avoid contamination leaching 
into the environment by pathways that can reach receptors.25 The use 
of open pit burning will increase the risk of residue loading and should 
ideally be avoided. Open burning of propellant on the ground should 
also be avoided, if possible, especially if the propellant is old (incomplete 
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combustion) and there is a risk of a de-coppering agent such as lead or tin 
foil being present. One practical possibility for mitigation is the creation of 
a temporary concrete pad on which a series of burns can be conducted. 
The thin concrete layer would form a barrier for contaminants such as lead 
and tin, and for explosive residues. After each burn the pad could be swept 
for metal and explosive residues, which could be removed from the site for 
specialist disposal. The technique could be particularly appropriate in very 
hot climates where metal burning tables can be difficult or hazardous to 
use, or areas where a burn table cannot be retrieved from the field and 
might be stolen. Once all burning serials are complete, the unreinforced 
temporary pad can be broken up and removed for disposal elsewhere (e.g. 
specialised landfill).

Figure 4: Open burning of propellant can present significant contamination 
risks. One idea to avoid this is to burn on a temporary concrete pad. 
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Mine action operators are also advised to avoid siting CDS in areas of sandy 
soil near water courses, or areas with high water tables, or sandy areas 
prone to flooding. 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) will not be as rapidly degraded 
in areas of sandy soil where there is little organic material. This increases 
the risk of TNT travel to groundwater or run-off into surface water,26 27 28 
especially in circumstances where residue loading over time is a risk, such 
as with a demolition range.

Pollutant linkages that are created by EO underwater are also difficult to 
deal with, as removing them is often unsafe due to partial degradation and 
the effects of the water. Therefore, if the source of contamination has no 
way of reaching a receptor, it may be that a justifiable decision could be 
made that the risk involved in moving the source does not outweigh the 
risk of leaving it in place.29 In addition to safety issues associated with 
EO underwater, removing EO by physical or chemical means may disturb 
the marine environment or sensitive habitats. There are several mitigation 
options available that will reduce sound and blast waves for detonating EO 
underwater. However, these methods are often dependant on the EO size 
rather than the charge size.30 Many of these approaches are under review 
as they have not been widely tested on diverse explosive ordnance. In 
addition, these techniques are often expensive, complicated and produce 
additional environmental impacts.31 32 33 Therefore, if no particular safety 
issue is evident, it may be preferable to leave underwater EO in situ.

The least preferable mitigation option is remediation. Basic CDS 
remediation, by means of  BAC of the site should be routine for most mine 
action operators in any case. This will typically involve disposal on the 
range of items still containing energetics, and removal of scrap metal once 
it has been Certified Free From Explosives (CFFE). The actual removal of 
contaminated soil is expensive, time consuming and may cause a degree 
of further environmental harm. Therefore, the potential benefits of soil 
removal should be balanced with any potential harm such a process may 
cause.  There are some natural processes that can be used to remediate 
areas such as phytoremediation, bioremediation and the use of chemical 
additives on soil.34 35 36 37 38 These processes are naturally useful, although 
they are labour intensive as they require continuous aeration, and they 
are slow to revert back to their original state. How useful processes such 
as phytoremediation are for areas such as a heavily contaminated CDS is 
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unclear? For water remediation there are also options, such as absorptive 
methods, although they require high maintenance, involve continuous 
monitoring and replenishment of consumable materials, and are also 
expensive.39 40

Figure 5: Long-standing procedures such as doing basic Battle Area Clearance 
(BAC) after a demolition serial on a range, while by no means a comprehensive 

solution, can assist in reducing the risk of residue loading and metal 
contamination. Scrap metal found during BAC should be subject to rigorous 

Certification Free From Explosives procedures.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental mitigation during actual mine action activities is challenging. 
Using the SPR pollutant linkage model as a way of identifying contamination 
and associated pathways can help identify options for breaking the pollutant 
linkages. The removal of the immediate blast and fragmentation hazard 
of EO will inevitably take priority over environmental considerations. The 
primary aim is to avoid loss of life amongst the local population and those 
charged with clearing EO.  However, the lack of incorporating mitigation 
measures for chemical contamination may cause long-term environmental 
impacts for the affected areas in the immediate and long-term future. The 
key is to avoid pollution from mine action field operations where possible, 
mitigate where practicable, and to only accept it where no viable alternative 
exists.
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CHAPTER 6
A CASE STUDY: MITIGATION 
OF PROPELLANT 
CONTAMINATION FROM 
OPEN BURNING

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to describe an example of successful 
environmental mitigation of open burning of propellant in Petawawa, 
Canada. Although this example is not specific to mine action, the disposal 
methods used can also be employed by mine action organisations. The case 
study describes how the disposal activity causes contamination, including 
the potential source-pathway-receptor linkages and describes the mitigation 
that was implemented.   

CONTEXT

Canadian Forces Base (CFB) / Area Support Unit (ASU) Petawawa in Canada 
is used for live-fire military training and regularly requires disposal of unused 
propellant by open burning.1 Soil sampling at the site identified residues 
of 2,4-dinitrotoluene (13.5 µg kg-1), a common component of propellant, 
which exceeded regulatory limits and therefore required remediation and 
the introduction of mitigation to prevent further accumulation.2 The training 
range is predominantly sandy, and the eastern limit is defined by Chalk Bay 
and the Ottawa River. Although no in-depth hydrogeological studies had 
been conducted at the time, it was suspected to overlay an aquifer.3 There 
is a residential area downstream from the site which may use the aquifer 
as a potable water source, and the northern area of the range consists of 
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sensitive marshlands. Wildlife common to the site are white-tailed deer, 
moose, black bear and red fox, beaver, muskrat grouse and cottontail rabbit. 
While other energetic contamination was found at this site, this case study 
focusses on 2,4-dinitrotoluene. 

POLLUTANT LINKAGE

SOURCE

Residues of unburnt 2,4-dinitrotoluene propellant, an organic compound 
with a chemical structure similar to 2,4,6- trinitrotoluene are deposited from 
open burning disposal of propellant, directly on the soil surface.   

PATHWAY

2,4-dinitrotoluene solubilises in rainwater (270 mg/L), which at Patawawa 
averages 985 mm / year,4 which is enough to dissolve 265 g per m2 of 
contaminated land. In reality, the maximum quantity dissolved per year 
may be slightly lower depending on the size and distribution of residue 
particles.5 Once dissolved, the 2,4-dinitrotoluene will infiltrate into the 
soil. At Petawawa, the primary soil type is sand from sediment deposition 
resulting in a neutral soil high in organic matter.6 Without experimentation it 
was not possible to determine how rapidly degradation of 2,4-dinitrotoluene 
will occur, however it is likely that it will be biologically degraded. The rate 
at which 2,4-dinitrotoluene transports through the soil is therefore a balance 
between the rate of degradation, the rainwater infiltration and the depth 
to groundwater. Groundwater at Petawawa is likely to flow downstream to 
the local rivers, and towards the nearby residential area. However, tests of 
Petawawa groundwater sources have not detected 2,4-dinitrotoluene.

An alternative pathway of concern is surface run-off during rainfall directly 
into local surface water sources, however, during site characterisation no 
2,4-dinitrotoluene was detected in surface water. 
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RECEPTORS

There are multiple potential receptors at the Petawawa site. Direct exposure 
to 2,4-dinitrotoluene is possible by ingestion or inhalation by local fauna 
while grazing, such as deer, moose and rabbits, as well as by humans using 
the area. The minimum safe daily dose for humans determined by the U.S 
EPA is 2 µg kg-1 per day, where kg represents the body weight of humans 
exposed to the source. This is equivalent to the ingestion of approximately 
200 g of soil per kg, which is very unlikely to occur; therefore, the risk of 
direct exposure is low. Other receptors include on-site flora which take up 
water and nutrients from the soil, although affected flora would be that 
found in the direct vicinity of the site which is limited, due to the use of 
the area as a training range. Finally, human and animal receptors may also 
be affected by the consumption of contaminated drinking water from the 
aquifer, or local rivers. While 2,4-dinitrotoluene has not been detected in 
groundwater, the high concentration in the soil and planned continued use 
of the site to dispose of propellant, means that the risk of transmission to 
groundwater remains a concern.

The conceptual Pollutant Linkage Model for this case study can be seen in 
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Conceptual Pollutant Linkage Model for contamination from 
munitions burning.
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MITIGATION 

Due to the risk posed to receptors from the accumulation of unburned 
propellant including 2,4-dinitrotoluene at Petawawa, as well as other heavily 
used training areas, mitigation measures were introduced. In this case, the 
issue identified was the open burning of propellant directly on the soil. Using 
the hierarchy introduced in Chapter 5, a plan for mitigation was proposed. 
The preferable option would be to avoid the practice of open burning of 
propellant, and where possible pristine propellant bags were to be sent 
back to stores for re-use. However, it was not always possible to return all 
propellant and therefore the next preferable option was to minimise the 
contamination from its disposal and break the source-pathway linkage. 

The solution was to intercept the link between the source and the pathway 
(Figure 1) by using burn trays constructed of high-temperature stainless 
steel or aluminium, measuring 3 m × 5 m × 0.1 m (Figure 2).7 The depth 
of the trays was deliberately low to reduce the risk of transition from 
combustion to detonation, and the size was limited by the requirement 
to be portable. The trays enabled the collection and appropriate disposal 
of the burnt residue, which when analysed was shown to contain high 
quantities of lead but significantly reduced quantities of unburnt propellant, 
compared to burning on the ground. In total, less than 0.001% of the total 
mass of 2,4-dinitrotoluene was deposited on the ground outside of the 
tray during disposal; this is a negligible amount that does not constitute 
an environmental hazard. This demonstrates that use of the trays not only 
prevented deposition of residue, but actually increased the efficiency of the 
burn.  

Figure 2: The burn trays mitigated the risk to human and animal receptors 
by breaking the link between the source and pathway for the DNT pollutant 

linkage

Unburned 
2,4-dinitrotoluene

Dissolution in 
rainwater, transport 

through sand to 
aquifer

Human and animal 
consumption of 

contaminated water
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Figure 3: Prototype of the burn tray developed by Canada and the US, 
a) loaded with propellant prior to burn, and b) during disposal. The trays 

surrounding it were put in place to capture the mass of propellant deposited 
outside of the tray (Images ©Dr Michael Walsh)

Successful outcomes:

• The construction proved resistant to warping and the removal 
of residues for disposal was easy;

• Ash contained so little explosive residue that it could be 
disposed of as hazardous waste rather than explosive 
contaminated waste;

• Full loading of the tray (150 kg) resulted in the most efficient 
combustion and least residue deposited around the tray;

• Multiple trays could be set up simultaneously to increase the 
quantity of propellant disposed of;

• The trays cooled down within 45 minutes and could be re-
used;

• The trays were portable using a forklift.
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What could be improved:

• Ignition cords tended to fuse to the metal burn table itself 
and were difficult to remove;

• Screens could be added to reduce the ejection of propellant 
from the burn tray and further minimise land contamination;

• Use of less costly materials could be investigated for 
construction of the burn tray;

• Being portable and made of potentially recyclable metals 
means the trays may be stolen; securing the trays could be 
considered.

SUMMARY

This type of burn tray design has been successfully introduced at multiple 
training ranges in Canada for the disposal of unwanted propellant. This has 
enabled the continued disposal of excess gun propellant on the ranges with 
very limited environmental impact. Although gaseous emissions from the 
burning are emitted into the atmosphere and will contribute to pollution 
and climate change, this is mitigated by the remote locations of the burns 
and the significant dilution of gaseous products by the time receptors are 
encountered. Meanwhile, the risk of contamination of the potable water 
sources from 2,4-dinitrotoluene at the Petawawa training range has been 
effectively eliminated by interruption of the link between the source and 
pathway, through the use of the portable burn trays.

This case study demonstrates use of the hierarchy principle (Chapter 5) to 
determine preferential mitigation options. The use of burn trays minimised 
the contamination produced from the combustion as well as severing the 
source-pathway linkage. This means that the least preferential option of 
costly soil and water remediation will be prevented in the future. 
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CONCLUSION

Mine action affects the environment. Whether it is the removal of 
vegetation and topsoil during demining, or the chemical contamination left 
behind during Open Burning Open Detonation disposal activities, or even 
the carbon footprint inherent in a sector that works around the globe, mine 
action will have an impact. The question is not whether there is an impact, 
but how such an impact can be mitigated responsibly, in a practical way 
that does not inhibit the immediate task of removing explosive hazards that 
cause harm.

The guide provides a brief survey of the scientific research conducted 
to date, mostly conducted in the defence sector. This guide does not 
have complete answers to the issue of chemical contamination of the 
environment by explosive ordnance. This is principally due to the fact that 
there is still significant amount for scientists to discover about the subject. 
While military research dates back decades, there is a consensus that there 
is still a great deal more to learn and fully understand, not least since certain 
environmental effects are not apparent until many years after the original 
contamination. 

Within this context of ongoing research, what are the implications for mine 
action? At present mine action lags equivalent sectors such as industrial 
demilitarisation when it comes to active mitigation of environmental risks. 
For example use of Open Burning Open Detonation has been significantly 
reduced in many countries but remains standard practice in mine action. 
There are often good reasons for this, not least the lack of viable alternatives 
in many of the locations where mine action operations occur. However 
the direction of travel of greater regulation concerning explosive ordnance 
and the environment is clear. By the same token we must be careful not 
to suddenly over-regulate clearance and disposal activities to a point where 
we inhibit the immediate need to remove explosive ordnance endangering 
civilians.
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The real challenge for mine action operators is to develop reasonable risk 
management practices concerning chemical contamination from explosive 
ordnance. The hierarchy of mitigation and identification of the potential 
Pollutant Linkage Models gives frameworks within which such risk 
management can be developed. What “As Low As Reasonably Practicable” 
looks like when it comes to management of chemical contamination in 
mine action is yet to be defined. It is hoped this guide provides a starting 
point for that process.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

BAC Battle area clearance

CFFE Certified Free From Explosives

DNT 2,4-dinitrotoluene

DU Depleted uranium

EO Explosive ordnance

MA Mine action

HMTA Heavy metal tungsten alloy

PBX Polymer-bonded explosives

RDX 1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine

REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals

SAA Small arms ammunition

SPR Source-pathway-receptor

TNT 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene

US EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency

WHO  World Health Organization
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